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TOKAPOLE III? 

J.C. Sprott 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As an exercise to help determine possi ble new directions for the 

Wisconsin Plasma Physics pro gram, we examine here modifications to the 

Levitated Octupo1e that would permit operation as a low-q tokamak and/or 

reversed-field pinch (RFP). The goal is to significantly expand the range 

of operating conditions available to us while minimizing the required 

hardware changes. 

II. POLOIDAL DIVERTOR TOKAMAK 

Perhaps the simplest modi fication would be to run the machine as a 

4-node poloidal divertor tokamak like Tokapole II. This would require 

little more than an upgrade of the toroidal field capability. 

As a startin g point, we take a "standard" Tokapole II discharge with 

the following nominal parameters: 

R = 50 cm 

a == 9 cm 

B
T 

= 5 kG 

IH = 280 kA 

I
p 

== 20 kA 

<q> = 2.0 

V
" 

= 3.2 volts 

POH 
= 0.064 MW 

Teo = 
150 eV 

n == 1 x 1013 

'&E = 0.5 msec 

cm -3 
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For the Levitated Octupole with R-140 cm and IU= 1 MA, we can estimate 

the plasma current Ip from PLP 777, 

(1) 

where a-pri vate flux/total flux (O.57)� LH is the internal rin g (hoop) 

inductance and Lp is the plasma inductancet gi ven in PLP 889 (but 

generalized to a machine of arbitrary major radius) by 

( 2) 

where all units are in MK8 (81). The expected value is thus 

(3) 

Because o f  the noses, the tokamak plasma will be somewhat vertically 

elongated. but we can approximate the tokamak re gion as a circle with an 

a vera ge radius o f  

Combinin g (3) and (4) gi ves Ip=48 kA and a=19 cm. To achieve (q>= 2t we thus 

require 

(5) 
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3 
This amounts to a stored magnetic energy (in a volume of 8.6 m ) of 

(6) 

From this field) we can estimate the density using Murakami scaling from 

Tokapole II: 

(7) 

The confinement time is similarly estimated from Tokapole II usin g Alcator 

scalin g: 

�E = 6.2 x 10-21 na2 - 1.2 msec (8) 

Neo-Alcator scaling (�E-1.15X10-
21 

nR2•
3

a
O.8

) gives a value of 3.5 msec) but 

since it overestimates Tokapole II confinement by a factor of four, we take 

the more conservative result of Eq. (8). 

The electron t emperature and loop voltage are solved simultaneously 

usin g the electron power balance equation and Spitzer resistivity again from 

Tokapole II usin g the same Zeff to get 

and 

3 I� 
Va = 4 8 x 10- ( ) = 4.2 volts 

h '  2 3/2 a Teo 

(9) 

(10) 
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One then concludes that a consistent set of parameters for such a 

machine is the following: 

R = 140 cm 

a = 19 cm 

B T = 7.4 kG 

IIi = 1 � 

Ip = 48 kA 

<q> = 2.0 

V� = 4.2 volts 

Teo = 165 eV 

n = 5.3 x 1012 cm-3 

�E = 1.2 msec 

It thus appears that the parameters are not impressive, and one would 

be constrained to the same physics that can already be done on Tokapole II. 

III. CONVENTIONAL TOKAMAK 

One draw back of the poloidal divertor tokamak with the existing 

Octupole rings is that the plasma is forced to a considerably smaller minor 

radius than would otherwise be allowed by the vacuum vessel. Furthermore, 

the majority of the volt-second capability o f  the iron core is wasted in 

generating magnetic flux external to the plasma. We could, however, imagine 

removing the Octupole rin gs and producing a conventional (non-diverted) 

tokamak with the plasma filling the available volume. Recall that when the 

rings were removed from the Small Octupole (PLP 754), the plasma leaned 

against the outer wall, occupied a bout half the volume of the vacuum vessel, 

and had a high resistivity. It would thus be necessary to add equili brium 

field coils either outside the vacuum vessel (in which case control of the 

equili brium would be difficult because of the skin time of the aluminum 
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vessel) or inside (in which case dynamic control would be possible, but the 

installation would more difficult, and some of the minor cross-section of 

the vessel would be unaccessible to the plasma). 

Because of the noses in the Octupole vacuum vessel, the plasma would 

presumably form a doublet-shaped cross-section. If that were undesirable, 

or if we wanted to leave space for internal equilibrium field coils, we 

could shrink the plasma by means of a poloidal limiter of the desired shape. 

Rather than do a detailed design incorporating optimization of the plasma 

shape, let's just assume that the plasma is circular with a minor diameter 

equal to the geometric mean of the distance between noses (73.5 cm) and the 

height of the vessel (109 cm). This gives an effective minor radius of 

45 cm (versus 19 cm for the poloidal divertor option). With the internal 

rings removed and all the volt-seconds of the iron core available to the 

plasma, the plasma current is constrained only by the toroidal field and the 

Kruskal-Shafranov limit. To permit a direct comparison with the previous 

case, assume the same toroidal field, BT=7.4 kG. Then for <q>=2, we get a 

plasma current of 

(ll) 

If the plasma density is limited by Murakami scaling (Eq. (7», we get the 

same density as for the previous case (5.3 xl012 cm-3). However, because of 

the larger minor radius, Alcator scaling (Eq. (8» gives an energy 

confinment time of 6.6 msec, whereas neo-Alcator scaling gives 7.0 msec. As 

before, electron temperature and loop voltage are solved simultaneously 

(Eqs. (9) and (10» to get Teo=330 eV and V1=1.5 volts. Now we can 
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calculate the pulse len gth permitted by our iron core from which we can get 

about 1.4 volt-seconds with a modest re verse biasin g scheme. The 

volt-seconds consumed to produce the poloidal field for a 268 kA dischar ge 

(assuming constant current density) is estimated to be only 

� - 2� x 10-7 
IR ... 0.24 volt-sec (12) 

The remainin g 1.16 volt-seconds would thus be available to sustain the 

plasma. With V�=1.5 volts, we would hold the plasma for 770 msec, 

ne glectin g any volt-seconds consumed during the high resistance startup 

phase. The power crow bar would have to pro vide 400 kW at a voltage on the 

90-turn primary of 135 volts. 

A consistent set of parameters for a low-field conventional to kama k 

using the Levitated Octupole vacuum chamber is thus: 

R .. 140 cm 

a = 45 cm 

BT ... 7.4 kG 

Ip ... 268 kA 

<q> .. 2.0 

V� = 1.5 volts 

POR = 0.4 MW 

Teo := 330 eV 

n = 5.3 x 101 2  cm-3 

'te ... 6.6 msec 

Althou gh one mi ght do somewhat better by exceedin g the Murakami limit 

(which most tokamaks now do) and by lowerin g Zeff (from the Tokapole II 

value of � 2), it appears that one would not approach state-of-the-art 
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tokamak conditions because of the low toroidal field. and hence it becomes 

an exercise of dubious value. 

IV. CONVENTIONAL RFP 

To make a reversed-field pinch with the highest confidencet we consider 

something that resembles as closely as possible the Los Alamos ZT-40Mt but 

that makes use of our existing iron core and aluminum vacuum vessel. 

Perhaps the easiest way to proceed would be to remove the internal rings and 

insert a circular aluminum shell ( 2. 2  cm thick) inside the existing vacuum 

vessel. The shell would have both poloidal and toroidal gaps, but would not 

need to be vacuum tight and could consist of a number of toroidal sectors. 

If one wanted to even more closely approximate the ZT-40M design, one could 

add an Inconel liner inside the shell, but the liner need not be vacuum 

tight. We could use the existing poloidal and toroidal field systems on the 

Octupole with some modification to the capacitor banks, and equilibrium 

field coils would presumably be needed either inside or outside the vacuum 

vessel to keep the discharge centered in the shell. 

ZT-40M upon which we base the design are as follows: 

R = 114 cm 

a == 19.6 cm 

<BT> 1.5 kG 

Ip 
== 200 kA 

V,t 
== 40 volts 

POH == 8 MW 

Teo == 300 eV 

n = 2.5 x 1013 cm-3 

'1:E == 0. 2 msec 

The parameters of 
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These parameters may not represent the best case, but rather are 

typical values for a sustained (�8 msec) discharge in ZT-40M. 

A shell o f  the identical size could almost be accommodated in the 

existing Octupole ve ssel, but in order to reduce the required equilibrium 

field currents and facilitate the installation of equilibrium field coils, 

it would be better to use a 140 cm major radius shell. Presumably this 

would only change the required loop voltage (to 49 volts) and ohmic input 

power (to 10 MW). Of the 1.4 volt-second capacity of the iron core, 

Eq. (1 2) predicts that 0.18 volt-seconds is stored in the plasma. 

to the plasma, we estimate the flux to be 

� = 4� x 10-7 IR �n � 
a 

External 

(13) 

where b is an effecti ve radius of the vacuum vessel. For b=56 em, 

equation (13) gives �=0.18 volt-sec. Therefore, just over one volt-sec is 

available to sustain the plasma. For V�=49 volts, we get a pulse length of 

20 msec, neglecting any volt-seconds consumed during the high resistance 

startup phase. The power crowbar would have to provide 8 MW (160 kJ) to 

sustain the pla sma, neglecting losses in the windings, shell, etc. 

A set of parameters that represents a simple extrapolation from ZT-40M 

is thus: 

R "" 140 cm 

a "" 1 9.6 cm  

<BT> "" 1.5 kG 

Ip = 200 kA 

v� "" 49 volts 
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Teo = 300 eV 

n = 2.5 XlO13 
cm-3 

'tE = 0.2 msec 

T = 20 msec 

V. LARGE RFP 

Since we already have a large vacuum vessel, it is tem pting to consider 

an RFP with a larger minor radius than ZT-40M. In fact� the existing vessel 

could accommodate a 35 cm minor radius circular shell without modification 

(Fig. 1). If we assume a constant plasma current density (1. 6  MA/m2) and 

scale from the previous case. we get a current of 640 kA. In order to 

maintain the same value of the pinch parameter e. the average toroidal field 

must scale as <BT>�Ip/a. and hence we require <BT>=2.7 kG. Since 

I/N(=Ip/�a2n) tends to be constrained to a narrow range, we assume the 

density n is unchanged since the current density is unchanged. The 

temperature is assumed to scale as Teore�e( I/N) I. and so if �e is the same as 

in ZT-40M (�0. 1), we predict a tem perature of Teo=1 keY. Now the loo p 

voltage required to sustain the dischar ge is smaller because of the higher 

conductivity, so that we obtain and 

At constant current density, it actually takes less power 

to sustain a large RFP than a small one I If ener gy confinement time scales 

as 3/2 2/ �eTeo a Ze ff and �e and Zeff remain unchanged, we expect 'tE=3.9 msec. 

The poloidal flux stored in the plasma is estimated to be 1. 1 volt-seconds. 

and so we have only �0. 3 volt-seconds left to sustai n the ohmic loses. 

However, since V�=8 volts, we can achieve a pulse length of 37.5 msec 

neglectin g any volt-seconds consumed during the startup phase. A set of 

parameters for such a device is as follows: 

R = 140 cm 
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a = 35 cm 

<BT> - 2.7 kG 

Ip - 640 kA 

V � - 8 volts 

POR - 5.1 MW 

'CE 

T 

- 1000 eV 

- 2.5 x 1013 cm-3 

- 3.9 .sec 

- 37.5 .sec 
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This would make a very impressive device. If one were willing to risk 

departures from a circular cross-section shell, the shell could be made 

square (or rectangular) like the Tokapole II vacuum chamber to reduce 

construction costs considerably. One might even imagine using the existing 

Octupole noses as the inner and outer walls and just installing plates on 

the top and bottom which could be movable without breaking the vacuum 

(Fig. 2). This would facilitate future operation with a four-node poloidal 

divertor. 

VI. VERY LARGE. NONCIRCULAR RFP 

Encouraged by the favorable size scaling of the RFP and the existence 

of the large Octupole vacuum chamber which resembles the shell of an RFP (2" 

thick aluminum), we are led to consider the case in which the internal rings 

are removed, external equilibrium field coils added, and the plasma allowed 

to fill the entire available volume (8. 6 m
3

). The plasma would presumably 

be somewhat doublet-shaped. Since very little is known about the scaling of 

non-circular RFP's, to get an idea of what we might expect, we take the case 

of a circular RFP with the minor radius adjusted to give the same volume as 

the non-circular device. Rence we take a=56 cm and scale everything as in 
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the previous section. Unfortunately, the full 1.4 volt-second capa b ility of 

the core would be consumed just to produce the poloidal flux internal to the 

discharge. We are thus forced to back off a bit in currentt say to 1 MA 

(which gi ves a current density of 1 MA/m 2). This allows us to use a 

toroidal field of <BT>=2.6 kG. To keep the same liN and �e' we need 

n=1.6xl013 cm-3 and Teo=lSOO eV. The loop voltage becomes V�- 2.7 volts, and 

the ohmic heating power is 2.7 MW. The confinement time is 18 msec, and the 

poloidal flux stored in the discharge is 0.9 volt-second, so that we can 

sustain the ohmic losses for 185 msec with our iron core. 

for such a device are thus: 

R ... 140 cm 

a "" 56 cm 

<BT> ... 2.6 kG 

I
p 

= 1000 kA 

V� == 2.7 volts 

POR ... 2.7 MW 

Teo == 1500 eV 

n == 1.6 x 1013 

'tE ,. 18 msec 

T = 185 msec 

cm-3 

The parameters 

The low loop voltage is nice because it allows us to use an electrolytic 

power crow bar bank with the existin g 90 turn primary ( 240 volts on primary) 

in a manner similar to what we presently do on Tokapole I I. 
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V I I. POLOIDAL DIVERTOR RFP 

A desirable capability would be the addition of a poloidal divertor to 

the RFP to compare the stability features of magnetic limiters and 

conducting shells. The existing O ctupole rin gs could provide such a 

capabi lity if the ratio of current in the plasma to current in the rings 

( Ip/ IH) could be suita bly ad justed. Suppose we were to use the existing 

rings in their present position to produce a square-shaped separatrix 

similar to that in Tokapole II (Fi g. 3). In order to get a sufficiently 

large plasma cross-section and still have some private flux around the rings 

with a moderate amount of soak-in, we pla ce the nulls 12 cm from the center 

of the rings (3 cm from the present ring surface) in order to give a plasma 

with an equivalent minor radius of 30 cm. Usin g scaling laws from the 

previous sections, we conclude that < BT>-2.3 kG and I
p

=470 kA. To place the 

nulls in the desired locations would then require a total ring current of 

approximately 590 kA. The remaining plasma parameters are determined from 

the previous scaling laws: V�=14 volts, POH-6.6 MW, Teo·700 eV, 

n=2.5 xlOI3 cm-3, and "E=I.7 msec. To get the desired ratio of Ip/ IH (=0.8), 

the rin gs must either be driven externally with a current equal to 1.25 I
p

' 

or their inductance and resistance have to be ad justed to values equal to 

80% of the inductance and resistance of the plasma. The plasma inductance 

as estimated from Eq. (2) is 2.0 �hy. This agrees almost perfectly with the 

simple estimate of Lp=2n xl0-7R (1+2�nb/a)=2.0 �hy whi ch was used for the 

cases without a divertor. The plasma resistance is given by Rp=V�/ Ip=30 

�ohms. Thus the plasma L/R time is 67 msec. Now using the electrical 

circuit model of PLP 777 as shown below, 
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> Ip 

we can calculate the required internal ring resistance and inductance: 

(14) 

and 

(15) 

where a is the fraction of the total poloidal flux that is private to the 

rings in the absence of plasma. To see how close the present rings come to 

these conditions, we estimate RH=2. 3 �ohms and aLH=O.28 �hy. We thus have 

to raise both the ring resistance and inductance substantially. The 

simplest way to do this is to reduce the minor diameter of the rings. In so 

doing, the common flux portion of the ring inductance will remain fixed at 

(1-a)LH-O.2 �hy, and we need to add 1. 32 �hy to the private inductance of 

the rings. This would require a ring diameter of 8. 3 cm (3. 3"). To get the 

correct resistance would require a resistivity of 6.1x10-8 ohm-meters. This 

is about the resistivity of brass. One could thus imagine replacing the 
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present Octupole rings with 3.3" diameter brass rings ( perhaps 

stainless-clad to increase the strength, raise the initial resistivity and 

reduce outgassing) and having a reasonably good RFP with a four-node 

poloidal divertor. This does not constitute an optimized design, but is 

meant to illustrate feasibility. The required poloidal gap voltage will be 

somewhat larger than Vt• 

(16) 

In addition to the 6.6 MW ohmic heating requirement, an additional energy of 

I�Ra·8.4 MW is required to drive the ohmic losses in the rings. The total 

flux stored in the field is 1.15 volt-seconds, which leaves 0.25 

volt-seconds to sustain the ohmic losses. or a pulse length of 16 msec. One 

could trade off current ( and plasma performance) for pulse length if it were 

desired. One could add plates to the poloidal divertor RFP ( Fig. 4) to 

enhance stability, provide some control over the plasma size. and allow some 

differential pumping of the divertor chamber. If the plates were movable, 

one could study the effect of moving the separatrix from inside to outside 

the conducting shell, but this could also be accomplished with fixed plates 

and movable rings and a varying plasma radius. A consistent set of 

parameters for such a poloidal divertor RFP is as follows: 

R • 140 cm 

a • 30 cm 

<BT> - 2.3 kG 

IH - 590 kA 

Ip • 470 kA 

Vt • 14 volts 
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POR = 6.6 MW 

Teo = 700 eV 

n = 2.5 x 1013 cm
-3 

�E - 1.7 msec 

T - 16 msec 

One could also imagine trying to make a po10ida1 divertor RFP with the 

existing rings. The difficulty is that the plasma L/R time would be shorter 

than the ring L/R time by a factor of about 200 (1 msec versus 200 msec) , 

and thus one could not hope to achieve sustained operation. Furthermore, a 

po10idal gap voltage of 186 volts would be required, and the resulting 

plasma would only have Teo·72 eVe This does not look like an attractive 

option. 

VIII. A POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

We suggest here a five-stage evolutionary program (Fig. 5) which 

encompasses most of the options previously described while minimizing the 

cost and interruption of the physics. Each stage would take about a year 

with stage 1 commencing immediately (summer of 1983). A more aggressive 

program would certainly be possible, but would require a higher funding 

level. 

Stage 1: An attempt would be made to operate Tokapo1e II in a 

non-sustained RFP mode. This would require a rapid reversal of BT and 

crowbarring with BT reversed at the edge. The hardware is already in place 

to do this. Unfortunately, the volt-second capability of the core (�.15) 

would severely limit the duration of the discharge ('1 msec) , and the 

presence of the high conductivity divertor rings would preclude 

quasi-steady-state operation. This would provide us with valuable 

experience with field programming and diagnostics of the reversed field 
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state, however. A byproduct would be tokamak operation at values of q lower 

than 0.4. 

Stage 2: The stage 1 experiment would be transferred to the Octupole 

(Fig. 3). This is the case described in the last paragraph of section V I I  

in which a 7 2  eV plasma might be achieved for �1 msec. Sta ge 2 could be 

bypassed if the results of stage 1 are sufficiently discoura g in g. 

Stage 3: Here one would replace the present aluminum Octupole rings 

with smaller ones of higher resistivity, ri gidly attached to the le vators or 

to Tokapole I I  type hangers so that their vertical position could be 

adjusted. I f  the separatrix plus the existing distant aluminum walls 

provided adequate stability, one mi ght hope for a 470 kA. 700 eV, 16 msec 

dischar ge as described in section VI I I. 

Stage !: Add ad justable thick aluminum plates on the top and bottom 

(Fig. 4) to enhance stability and provide control of the equilibrium and 

differential pumping of the divertor region. Plates of various thickness 

could be tried. 

Stage �: Increase the toroidal field to permit better tokamak operation 

for co mparison with the RF P case. Allowing for 50% wasted energy, and 

assumin g energy stora ge costs are 10 cents/ joule, we could have 7.4 kG for 

�$380K. 



TABLE I. SUMMARY OF CASES CONSIDERED 

PDTOK TOK RFP LRFP NCRFP PDRFP 
---

R em 140 140 140 140 140 140 

a em 19 45 19.6 35 (56) 30 

<BT) 
kG 7.4 7.4 1.5 2.7 2.6 2.3 

IR kA 1000 590 

Ip kA 48 268 200 640 1000 470 

<q> 2.0 2.0 
I 

V;,. volts 4. 2 1.5 49 8 2.7 14 
N N I 

POR MW 0. 2 0.4 10 5.1 2.7 6.6 

T
eo 

eV 165 330 300 1000 1500 700 

n 1013 cm-3 0.53 0.53 2.5 2 . 5 1 . 6 2.5 

't'E msee 1. 2 6.6 0. 2 3.9 18 1 .7 

T msee 20 37.5 185 16 


